WHAT IS I-A-M?

The Institut für Alles Mögliche (Institute for everything that could be
possible / Institute for random stuff) runs several tiny art spaces in
Berlin and Leipzig, creates projects and offers free space to artists from
around the world to collaborate and visit Berlin for a while.
The Institute can be seen as an artistic concept, an organism, an attitude,
an idea on how artistic collaboration and social gathering could look like.
Its shape corelates to the people who cooperate within its framework, to
the team that organises it, to the residents that come visit and all its
friends, followers and collaborators. Being a part of the I-A-M sphere
means participating in an art work, interacting in ongoing processes and
unfinished test arrangements and actively shaping the Institutes
appearance.

WHAT DO WE OFFER?

Currently I-A-M offers 3 residency spaces - Zentrale (Head Office),
Niederlassung Berlin (Branch Office Berlin) in Wedding and Büro für
Bestimmte Dinge (Office for Specific Things) in Neukölln. These are live-in
studios, laboratories and presentation spaces with a shop window and a
backroom. The places are open to any kind of activity. You can simply try
out things, work and present the results of your stay or simply relax and
have an opportunity to wander through Berlin and get to know its lively
artistic scene. The Institute also runs a project space open for
experimentation in Berlin-Mitte - Abteilung für alles Andere (Department
for Everything Else). All works and projects realized at the Institute may
work out or may fail - let's try it out!

WHAT CAN YOU DO?

You are welcome to collaborate with Berlin based artists and spaces,
present your outcome in your studio, attend and interact in events that we
do, meet a lot of people, get inspired and enrich the place with your
ideas.
We let people know about your work and your presentations on our website,
via newsletter, facebook and twitter. We also provide networking support
the best we can.
Still everything we do is just an offer - you are your own boss and take
care of your plans individually. Any special needs can be however discussed
with us.

WHO ARE WE?

We are no managers, investors, collectors, directors or bureaucracy lovers
and we are not at all paid for what we do.
Instead we are artists, creatives and basically people that are interested
in meeting other people from around the world, eager to set up a space in
which new ideas can grow and thrilled by the idea of making this Institut
für Alles Mögliche the coolest Institute of Berlin.

You can be part of this and we are looking forward to meet you!

Check further details, availabilities and apply here:
www.i-a-m.tk/residency.html

